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   Date of Exam: 12.05.2019 

  Time Allotted:  2 hours         Max. Marks: 20 

               (Note: This question paper consists of 2 printed pages. Please check that you have all the pages.) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SECTION – A 

I. Fill in the blanks.             ( ½ × 8 = 4) 

 1.   The place value of 0 in 5,60,245 is ________________ 

 2.   The Roman numeral for 500 is ________________ 

 3.   The place just left to the ten-thousands place is ________________ 

 4.   The predecessor of the smallest 6-digit number is ________________ 

 5.   The face value of 7 in 8,72,034 is ________________ 

 6.   The Hindu-Arabic form of XLIV is ________________ 

 7.    Four hundred thirty thousand eight hundred fifteen is written as ________________ 

 8.   The standard form of  70000 + 5000+ 10 + 8 = ________________ 

 

SECTION-B 

II. Do as directed.              (1 × 6 = 6) 

 1.   Write the successor and the predecessor of  8,39,100 

 2.   Write the number that has 8 ten-thousands, 2 ones, 9 tens, 5 ten-lakhs and 8 hundreds. 

      3.   Write the number names. 

        a.   78,509 

        b.   9,34,527   

 4.   Write the expanded form of the following numbers. 

         a.   63,409 

        b.   25,17,458 
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 5.   Write the numeral for the following number names. 

         a.   Seven lakh six hundred five 

         b.   Six lakh six thousand two hundred fifteen 

 6.   Write the place value of underlined digits. 

    a.   8,67,956 

    b.   95,14,362    

SECTION – C 

III. Answer the following.          (1½ × 4 = 6) 

 1.   Fill in the blanks by observing the pattern. 

       a.   10,276   12,276     ____________         

       b.   68,140   68,240     ____________         

       c.   55,300   55,400     ____________       

 2.   Write the numbers between 43,497 and 43,504 

 3.   Fill in the blanks with >, < or = symbol. 

        a.   14,295      ______    14,925 

       b.  7,90,841    ______    7,90,841 

         c.   2,75,301   ______     2,57,301 

 4.   Round off the given numbers. 

       a.   9,375                ( nearest 10 ) 

       b.   26,948              ( nearest 100) 

       c.   49, 637             ( nearest 1000) 

 5.   Represent 6,20,457 on an abacus and write its number name.                         (1 × 2 = 2) 

  6.   Arrange the given set of numbers.            (1 × 2 = 2)  

       a.   8,24,920  ;  16,24,082  ;  82,492  ;  1,62,408          ( Ascending order) 

        b.   2,67,049  ;  12,65,824  ;  5,987  ;  8,95,313  ( Descending order) 
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   Date of Exam: 12.05.2019 

  Time Allotted:  2 hours         Max. Marks: 20 

               (Note: This question paper consists of 2 printed pages. Please check that you have all the pages.) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SECTION – A 

I. Fill in the blanks.              (½ ×8 = 4) 

 1.   The face value of 3 in 8,72,034 is ________________ 

 2.   The place just right to the ten-thousands place is ________________ 

 3.   The successor of the smallest 6-digit number is ________________ 

4.   The Roman numeral for 1000 is ________________ 

 5.   The place value of 0 in 4,08,543 is ________________ 

 6.    Four hundred thirty thousand eight hundred fifteen is written as ________________ 

 7.   The standard form of  60000 + 9000+ 20 + 5 = ________________ 

      8.   The Hindu-Arabic form of XLVI is ________________ 

 

SECTION-B 

II. Do as directed.              (1 × 6 = 6) 

 1.   Write the successor and the predecessor of  9,38,200  

 2.   Write the number that has 8 ten-thousands, 2 ones, 9 tens, 5 ten-lakhs and 8 hundreds. 

 3.   Write the number names. 

        a.   87,506 

        b.   9,43,752   

 4.   Write the expanded form of the following numbers. 

         a.   36,904   

        b.   27,14,853 
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 5.   Write the numeral for the following number names. 

         a.   Eight lakh three hundred five 

         b.   Five lakh five thousand two hundred fourteen 

 6.   Write the place value of underlined digits. 

    a.   7,54,956 

    b.   85,14,362    

SECTION – C 

III. Answer the following.          (1½ × 4 = 6) 

 1.   Fill in the blanks by observing the pattern. 

        a.   55,300   55,400       ____________         

        b.   68,140   68,240       ____________         

                c.   10,276   12,276        ____________         

 2.   Write the numbers between 43,597 and 43,604 

 3.   Fill in the blanks with >, < or = symbol. 

                a.   2,75,301   ______     2,57,301 

        b.   34,529      ______    34,952   

            c.  2,45,481    ______    2,45,481 

 4.   Round off the given numbers. 

       a.   9,375                ( nearest 10 ) 

       b.   26,948              ( nearest 100) 

       c.   49, 637             ( nearest 1000) 

 5.   Represent 6,24,057 on an abacus and write its number name.                        (1 × 2 = 2) 

  6.   Arrange the given set of numbers.           (1 × 2 = 2)  

       a.   8,24,920  ;  16,24,082  ;  82,492  ;  1,62,408          ( Ascending order) 

        b.   2,67,049  ;  12,65,824  ;  5,987  ;  8,95,313  ( Descending order) 

   

 

  


